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PREFACE
This essay arose out of concern about sustainability.
During October 2011 the United Nations celebrated the world’s population passing 7 billion-one billion people added in just over a decade. In November it hosted the Durban Climate
Change Conference in a renewed effort to limit fossil fuels to slow global warming to save the
planet. Simple arithmetic says a (1/7) 15% per decade reduction in per capita fossil fuel
consumption changes nothing in a world with (7/6) 17% more people each decade.
Mankind understands more about Earth than ever before. We have imaging satellites and
remote sensors. Sophisticated computer models predict complex weather and climate systems
with increasing--albeit inherently limited--accuracy. Yet the simplest sustainability questions
result in a “Tower of Babel” manifesting fervent but uninformed beliefs. Those strident voices
obscure quietly incontrovertible facts.
The fog around sustainability dissipates when examining--as graphically as possible—the
basic facts of Earth’s human carrying capacity. Trees do not grow to the sky for fundamental
physical reasons. Human population cannot expand indefinitely; there are fundamental
quantifiable limits. There are simple ways to prevent inevitable future limits from causing
disruptive problems.
The frontispiece is a Roman floor mosaic circa 200 CE from Sentinum. It resides in Munich’s
Glyptothek Museum. Aion (zodiac encircled god of eternity) stands behind the reclining goddess
Tellus (Roman Mother Earth, equivalent to the Greek Gaia) with four children representing her
seasons. The left (leafy) tree and child represent spring. The right (barren) tree and child
represent winter. The two middle children represent Gaia’s summer and fall fruits.
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Forward
This essay originated from a chance inquiry.
In 2005 I happened to revisit a vexing question in energy storage. On my watch in the
1990’s, Motorola unsuccessfully invested millions of dollars seeking mobile device battery
improvements. Were there any potential new solutions? As with many things, the answer was
maybe--a technology known as electrochemical double layer capacitance (EDLC). Since the
1980’s EDLC has provided backup power to DRAM memory during power failures in digital
clocks, DVR’s, and microwave ovens. It was marginal for more substantial electricity storage.
Since 1993 major research efforts in the US (carbon aerogels), Japan (KOH activation), Korea
(templated carbons) and Europe (carbide derived carbons) had sought better EDLC materials. All
without success.
There was an anomaly in this obscure scientific literature concerning the EDLC energy
storage mechanism. Paper after paper recited a conventional wisdom, which was then
contradicted by the experimental results.
Thomas Kuhn of MIT, in his 1962 book The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, said an
accumulation of unexplained anomalies eventually leads to a new scientific theory overturning
the old. For example, incontrovertible daily experience shows that the sun rises in the east and
sets in the west. It was obvious to Ptolemy and Aristotle that the sun goes around the Earth.
Copernicus showed 1500 years later in his 1543 book De Revolutionibus Orbium Ceolestrium
that the earth actually spins in its orbit around the sun. This fact caused a lot of subsequent
European heartburn, since it removed Earth and mankind as the previously self-ordained centers
of God’s universe.
The obscure EDLC anomaly led to an alternative insight into its energy storage details. The
insight led experimentally to a significantly improved material in 2007-2009. That raised the
question of commercial potential. Was it worthwhile further investing toward production?
After two years of part-time market research, the answer was again maybe. Maybe
applications such as kinetic energy recapture (e.g. hybrid vehicle regenerative braking) or grid
power quality (e.g. wind turbine ramp rates) would develop into major markets. These might be
justified by reduced fuel consumption, or by ‘green’ renewable electricity, if those became
important.
Which led to an investigation of likely future petroleum and electricity prices using basic
supply curve techniques developed by BCG in 1979.
Which led to an investigation of future petroleum supply capacity.
Which eventually led after years of evening and weekend investigations to the larger question
addressed by this essay:
Can Earth support projected human populations? What is sustainable?
Many have opined on this ‘not unimportant’ question over the past two centuries. Passions
run high because the question touches on religious beliefs, geopolitics, and vested interests.
Sustainability has recently focused on global warming. Stridently contradictory views have
emerged, from denial to alarm. A hard, agnostic look suggests none of the extreme views are
correct. Yet related underlying issues exist that are not part of the world’s dialog.
An inquiry such as this touches on many aspects of conventional wisdom’s ‘consensus
truths’. A surprising number simply cannot be true.
The few explicit text citations highlight particularly noteworthy references. There are no
footnotes (although there should have been thousands were this a traditional 20th century essay
following the conventions of peer reviewed scientific literature). This is a 21st century essay.
Every ‘fact’ is easily verified from primary public government sources (e.g. UN’s ESA or FAO,
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USDoE, USDA, USGS, NASA, NOAA, EIA, IEA…) using Google or equivalents. Basic fact
‘shapes’ are important, not their guesstimated pseudo-precision. These build to conclusions.
Since ‘a picture is worth a thousand words’, what follows is merely a long essay rather than
an unreadable tome. Pictures explain much about fact shapes. Constructed ‘data pictures’ (e.g.
USGS Ogallala water depletion, FAO crop yield histories, insolation sun-hours) can easily be
verified. The images are from the public domain (usually government sources) with appropriate
attribution, or were created expressly for this essay. The few exceptions hew to the fair use
doctrine of criticism, or are reproduced with express permissions.
The essay follows Richard Feynman’s famous admonition in his speech ‘Cargo Cult Science:
Some Remarks on Science, Pseudoscience, and Learning how not to fool yourself’. It was his
commencement address to the Cal Tech class of 1974. “We really ought to look into theories that
don’t work, and science that isn’t science…The idea is to give all of the information to help
others to judge the value of your contribution, not just the information that leads to judgment in
one particular direction or another.” This essay endeavors to give all the factual information
available (but not all the related expert arti’fact’ opinions about them).
Mark Twain said, “There are lies, damned lies, and statistics.” We shall mostly avoid
statistics—except when dissecting them for possible ‘damned lies’.
Mark Twain also reportedly said that “Figures can’t lie, but liars can figure”. To make facts
speak clearly, there is necessarily some figuring. This might lie. Rather than pretending to make
precise estimates from basic fact ‘shapes’, in Twain’s honor we shall merely ‘figurate’ general
‘figurations’. These imbed explicit assumptions that might lie. All other calculations are just
arithmetic. The math is explicitly imbedded in the text, or in page notes.
Forecasting is very difficult, especially about the future. The essay figurates mostly out to
2050. That is far enough to become quite interesting, yet not far enough to enter the realm of
rank speculation.
The style is conversational. The language is blunt rather than diplomatic. This might offend
some with delicate sensibilities. Gaia does not care; nor do I.
The essay is dedicated to my family and friends who have supported my professional and
intellectual wanderings over the past decades. To Patricia, Helen, Ben, Cheryl, Fred, Chris, Bob,
Len, and many others. Above all to Ed, who taught me the value of figuration at the dinner table
several decades ago.
Rud Istvan
Fort Lauderdale, FL
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Overview
It is common in business and government to provide a summary for those too busy, too
uninvolved, or otherwise unable to dig into specifics. They are among this essay’s intended
audiences. So here is the gist.
Earth provides only two fundamental kinds of resources for mankind. One kind is renewed
by the Sun’s radiant energy. (Until the sun’s nuclear fusion gives out about 5 billion years
hence.) The other kind is not. Unrenewable resources include minerals like uranium for nuclear
energy, and fossil fuels. Renewable resources include freshwater evaporated from oceans, food
and other biomass produced from sunlight, land, water, and CO2, and the photosynthetic oxygen
we breath. Renewable resources are still finite, since only so much yearly production is possible
from the Sun’s energy.
The industrial and medical ‘revolutions’ since about 1800 have led to an exponential increase
in human population, so to an exponential increase in consumption of both kinds of resources.
Malthus was the first to predict that a growing population would eventually become resource
constrained, resulting in capacity limits for humans on Earth. Trees do not grow to the sky.
History has demonstrated several times (on a local scale) that human populations can temporarily
exceed some hard limit by consuming unsustainable amounts of some limiting resource. And
then collapse back to some sustainable level.
Water is renewable, and not a foreseeable limit except locally. The problematic UN
definition of ‘available water’ excludes ‘effective rainfall’ despite 80% of arable land being
watered only by rain. This results in an overly pessimistic view of the future. Arid localities can
be sustained beyond their own carrying capacity by ‘virtual water’ contained in food imports.
They already are.
Food is renewable, yet becomes a soft global limit around 2050. Arable land is finite and that
limit is being reached. Crop intensification cannot continue forever. That it somehow could is
belied by the fact that many important crop yields have already plateaued. The UN’s optimistic
2009 study on feeding the world in 2050 said continuing the past half-century’s intensification
gains is not sufficient. Even sustaining past gains is uncertain because of recent crop pathogen
evolution. A ‘soft’ food limit figures to be about 9.2 billion around 2050 (give or take a few
hundred million and a few years).
Climate change from burning fossil fuels is certain. But to what extent with what
consequences is not. How much warming CO2 causes is not settled (for example, 4th IPCC cloud
uncertainties). What that implies is not settled either. For example, predictions of disastrous
future crop yield reductions are based on easily disproven assumptions in a few flawed scientific
papers. Intentional obfuscation of the climate change crop science by no less than the National
Academy of Sciences and its National Research Council illustrates the extent of climate
disinformation. Predictions about future CO2 are uncertain independent of the climate science,
since increased production of fossil fuels is likely limited by geophysics before mid century. The
available evidence suggests that climate is not among the most pressing major problems we face
before mid-century.
Fossil fuels must eventually deplete to exhaustion. Absolute decline in annual production
begins before 2050, long before depletion. With few exceptions (notably the Athabasca tar
sands), peak production results from geophysics rather than economics. Sharply higher prices
will not result in more annual production. This is certain for petroleum (except the tar sands),
very probable for coal, and probable for natural gas despite a temporary North American glut
from newly accessible shale deposits. Fossil fuels are a probable hard limit by 2050, especially
for liquid transportation fuels.
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Renewable biofuels cannot eventually suffice for 9.2 billion people otherwise sustained by
water and food. There is not enough land, water, and sunlight energy available to produce the
needed quantities for anything resembling present GDP levels. This can be figured in several
different ways from basic incontrovertible facts.
So liquid transportation fuels, and eventually all fuels, become certain hard limits on GDP
‘somewhen’. This places hard limits on human population via agriculture and virtual water
consequences. Basic fact shapes say ‘somewhen’ (absolute scarcity) begins within existing
lifetimes, and probably before 2050.
GDP and/or population must then slowly ‘collapse’ to sustainable food plus fuel levels. Such
levels can be figurated from basic fact shapes using simple arithmetic. Sustainable levels are
slightly below the present world population.
A fairly straightforward set of energy and population policies could provide a soft landing.
These policies include global fertility rates below 2.0, aggressive fossil fuel conservation in order
to prolong their availability, and aggressive development of both nuclear and renewable energy
resources. Both are needed. Political/social/economic implications make such policies unlikely
until forced by disruptive ‘crisis’. By then it will be far to late for a soft landing.
If we don’t make these conceptually easy but otherwise difficult choices, Gaia will inevitably
provide her own less pleasant alternatives. Denial and procrastination are well-practiced shortterm political options. Ignored by Gaia. Lets get real about sustainability while there is time to
avoid ‘collapse’.
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Gaia’s Limits
The Issue
Gaia is the Mother Earth goddess of ancient Greek mythology. From her all things earthly
(and some things quite unearthly, like Cyclopes) sprang.
The Gaia principle (first articulated in Lovelock’s 1979 book) is that life exists on ‘spaceship
earth’. Everything that humans (and all other living things) do affects the planet; everything the
planet ‘does’ affects us. At a basic level this must be true. Earth is provably a closed system
(except for solar radiant energy gain/radiant energy loss) bounded by the vacuum of space.

NASA

But there are important details. Time scales are one. On geological time scales, evolution of
cyanobacteria about 2.45 billion years ago started putting free oxygen into the atmosphere for
animals to breathe now. Oxygen is chemically reactive. It readily forms minerals with other
elements, common examples being dihydrogen oxide [H2O water], carbon dioxide [CO2
‘smoke’], ferric oxide [Fe2O3 rust], and calcium carbonate [CaCO3 chalk]. Free O2 would not
exist in appreciable atmospheric concentrations for us to breathe without the long-term work of
Gaia.
Tectonic plate movements were meanwhile constantly shifting landmasses around, thrusting
up mountains that eroded into sedimentary basins. These slow geological processes sequestered
some of Gaia’s photosynthetic biomass in or under what became caprock. With additional heat
and pressure, some of it eventually transformed into the fossil fuels we consume today.
Petroleum formed mainly from aquatic algal remains beginning in the Devonian about 600
million years ago. Coal formed mainly from terrestrial plant remains beginning in the
Carboniferous about 360 million years ago. Both carbon sequestrations increased atmospheric
O2, reduced CO2, and may have been a factor in the Karoo Ice Age ending about 260 million
years ago. Episodic fossil fuel sequestration continued. The Green River kerogen shales formed
during the Eocene, with its famous fossils dated around 48 mya. The Pleistocene ushered in
Gaia’s most recent ice age about 2.6 million years ago.
One result was expansion of African savanna, where the ancestors of Homo sapiens evolved
a few million years ago. Homo sapiens emerged perhaps 250,000 years ago. For most of our
time, humans remained small bands of hunter-gatherers that slowly developed industrial (stone
tools) and energy (fire) technologies. Permanent settlements were enabled by the invention of
agriculture about 10000 years ago as Gaia entered its most recent interglacial, the Holocene.
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Major civilizations (evidenced by cities) formed less than 5000 years before the current era. All
these time scales matter to Gaia for 2050.

Human Ingenuity
It would be possible to use Babylonian, Egyptian, Greek, or Chinese civilizations for
example purposes. But the Roman Empire of roughly 2000 years ago serves nicely as a familiar
comparison baseline for the 2050 future. Romans were great engineers despite having a number
system that made sophisticated calculation all but impossible (roman numerals, no mathematical
concept of zero, no calculus). The very word engineering derives from the Latin root ingenium,
meaning a clever idea or machine.
The Romans built large cities (like ancient Rome), to which they had to provide water, food,
and firewood fuel. They built roads like the 563 km long Via Appia to transport themselves and
goods like food and firewood. They built aqueducts like the 94 km long Aqua Anio Novus to
transport water.

Appian Way

Anio Novus Aqueduct

Despite their engineering feats, the Romans were technically primitive by modern standards.
Two core technology categories suffice for these musings:
(1) Romans had industrial machines (winches, cranes, carts, galleys) but their power
sources were animals and slaves. Roman energy policy concerned fodder and food.

Roman 4 horsepower vehicle

Roman energy policy

(2) Romans had doctors as famous as Galen, but little true knowledge of medicine. The
approximate Roman life expectancy was 22-25 years.
The industrial revolution is traditionally dated to James Watt’s 1769 patent on the first
practical steam engine. It replaced animal/human/water power, and changed energy policy from
food to fuel. The medical ‘revolution’ has more diffuse origins, but a good argument can be
made for Jenner’s contemporaneous 1776 discovery that vaccinia (cowpox) immunized against
the deadly scourge smallpox—that is, vaccination as a way to prevent disease.
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1817 Watt engine

Jenner vaccinating Phipps, by G. Melingue

These two technical advances had ineluctable and mutually reinforcing consequences. Fossil
fuels were consumed in ever increasing quantities to power machines, which raised the standard
of living. Medicine saved lives, which raised life expectancy. More people living longer with
higher living standards had more children. These children required more machines burning more
fossil fuel to further raise the standard of living for more people having more children who
needed more machines…. resulting in compounding world population and GDP growth for two
centuries.
Both things required accelerating consumption of basic resources like water, food,
and fossil fuels.

Compound growth accelerates, as these fact ‘shapes’ illustrate. Intuitively, such acceleration
cannot continue forever. Trees do not grow to the sky. There are always limits to growth
somehow, ‘somewhen’. The question is how and when, not if. By holding this essay’s time
horizon mainly to 2050, the truism becomes a much more interesting and analyzable question, by
then?
Presently popular Gaia concerns relate to global warming from burning fossil fuels. The
Kyoto Protocol and Al Gore’s Nobel Prize for An Inconvenient Truth evidence this. Carbon
dioxide is unquestionably a greenhouse gas. How much its increase is causing global warming
has been more open to debate, since natural variations are high and observational time spans are
short. Climate consequences are even more uncertain, since Gaia is complex and subtle.
Rising atmospheric CO2 from exponential growth in fossil fuel consumption is fundamentally
an intractable problem. It is a classic ‘tragedy of the commons’, the commons being fossil fuels
12

and Earth’s atmosphere. ‘Tragedy of the commons’ economics involve externalities that free
markets cannot solve. No single cow’s grazing destroys a village pasture commons. But if there
are enough cows grazing the commons, the grass goes. First cows, and then villagers starve.
Even though this is easily foreseeable, no villager has a free market incentive to remove their
cows from the ‘external’ commons until it is too late to save any, since their uncompensated loss
would be another’s gain.
Gaia is our ‘village’. For its energy/atmosphere commons, we are the ‘cows’ and fossil fuels
are the ‘grass’. Commons economics are why the UN’s Copenhagen, Cancun, and Durban
initiatives largely failed, and why future UN initiatives will continue to fail. China wants the US
to cut CO2 emissions since it is the most developed and was the biggest emitter. The US wants
China to cut emissions since it has the fastest growth and is the biggest emitter. The rest of the
developing world wants both countries to act while they don’t. Europe is possibly serious, but
has done only a little since that would put it at a disadvantage. So Gaia will decide based on her
remaining stock of fossil fuels.

EPA Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center

Global warming is interesting but diversionary. Interesting, because it is intractable—
unsolvable by the UN (or any other organization short of a single global government with
substantial ‘dictatorial’ powers) until critically late. Diversionary, because merely symptomatic
of more important underlying fundamentals to Gaia’s human carrying capacity—the focus of this
essay.

Carrying Capacity
Carrying capacity is the fundamental limit of any ecosystem’s ability to sustain a population
of some species. The core idea is simple and incontrovertible, just like the Gaia principle.
Deserts carry less plant life than rain forests because plants need water. Episodic natural
grasshopper swarms and introduced Australian rabbits prove that species populations can grow
beyond sustainable carrying capacity limits, and then literally collapse back to them.
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Utah grasshopper swarm

Australian rabbit warren

Despite Homo sapiens supposed sapient abilities, locally exceeded human capacity followed
by collapse has happened historically, and may be happening now. (We shall look down on
Hispaniola from space to see something akin to the Queensland rabbit warren above). Jared
Diamond’s Collapse explained this clearly. Past exceeded carrying capacity collapses include the
Polynesian settlement on Rapa Nui (Easter Island), and the Maya in Yucatan.
Rapa Nui is a good example. As with much else in this essay, there is controversy over
details but not over big picture fact ‘shapes’. Easter Island was the eastern most colonization of
Polynesia, probably around 400 CE. Archeology proves the island was forested when settled.
Deforestation for agriculture and to provide wood and rope to transport its famous moai probably
led to population collapse. Tree pollen disappeared before 1650 CE. Without trees, soils eroded
and fishing canoes could not be built (so fish bones disappeared from middens by 1600). Plainly
exceeded carrying capacity led to collapse about a century before the island was discovered by
western civilization. We certainly finished Gaia’s rebalancing with slave raids and the
introduction of smallpox.

Ahu Tongariki

This essay inquires about all of mankind on the whole planet Earth. What about humans and
Gaia after the industrial and medical ‘revolutions’? Population growth has been more rapid than
what probably occurred on Rapa Nui. Ancient Polynesians did not have industrial machines or
modern medicine. The following chart plots US Census Bureau estimates from the invention of
agriculture. The UN just declared that as of October 2011, population hit 7 billion. Another
billion people added in just 12 years. The longer time frame clearly and simply poses the
carrying capacity question from Gaia’s perspective.
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There must eventually be limits to such human population growth, even though none appear
to have been reached yet. Population continues to expand rapidly. Yet trees do not grow to the
sky. Could some limit arise by 2050?
If so, would it be the sort of ‘soft’ limit that simply causes population growth to stop, just as
trees stop getting taller? The hydraulic limitation theory explains why trees don’t grow to the
sky. It gets harder to haul more water higher for transpiration. So vertical growth slows and
eventually stops. Yet this ‘obvious’ theory was only convincingly formulated and experimentally
verified in 1997.
Or would it be the sort of ‘hard’ limit that would allow human population to overshoot some
sustainable carrying capacity, followed by some form of collapse? If so, what might be Gaia’s
equivalent of Rapa Nui’s trees?
This essay explores the general question in four broad carrying capacity categories: water,
food, climate (specifically, the hotly debated issue of global warming), and energy—most
specifically, liquid transportation fuels. The conclusions are neither overly optimistic, nor overly
pessimistic. They are reached for reasons fundamentally different than any of the antecedent
predictions. This might make the essay interesting, and perhaps even useful.
The conclusions offer hope for a sustainable future if mankind adopts relatively mild reforms
to present energy and population policies starting about now. These are outlined with a broad
brush. They are simple reforms, but not easy. The inescapable power of compound growth
otherwise figurates collapse beginning within existing lifetimes.

Antecedents
In 1798 the Rev. Thomas Malthus published the first edition of An Essay on the Principle of
Population, reasoning that population growth was exponential while agricultural growth was
linear. Mass famine would eventually arise. He has been wrong for 213 years.
In 1968, Paul Ehrlich from Stanford published The Population Bomb predicting the same
thing for the 1980’s. He was wrong.
In 1972 the Club of Rome published Limits of Growth, with newly invented computer
models using five factors (population, industrialization, pollution, food, and resource depletion).
They modeled that collapse would come by the dawn of the 21st century. They were wrong.
In 1994 David Pimentel from Cornell began publishing a series of articles on land (plus
erosion), water, and food. He concluded the sustainable global population was about 2 billion. At
that time the world population was about 5.5 billion. 17 years after Pimentel, population reached
7 billion and is still growing. Pimentel has been wrong so far.
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Global warming was not a factor in these predictions. Yet the IPCC now predicts that climate
change has collapse potential, for example by reducing crop yields to cause famine. UN
Secretary General Ban Ki-moon said in September 2011 concerning climate change, “This is a
global race to save the planet...We are running out of time.” Although well intentioned, he is
likely wrong also.
Two fundamental forces have prevented previous pessimistic predictions from becoming true
yet. First was resource expansion. In Malthus’ time, the extent and fertility of the North
American plains was unknown. Second, technological advances led to higher resource
productivity. For food, these have included mechanization, fertilizer, irrigation (Malthus could
not have imagined the Ogallala aquifer and center pivot irrigation), pesticides, efficient
preservation and distribution of foodstuffs, and improved genetic yields. In Paul Erhlich’s time,
Nobel laureate Norman Borlaug’s ‘green revolution’ was just gaining traction. Pimentel’s
erosion concerns were partly obviated by minimum tillage practices enabled by new agricultural
machines and genetically modified, herbicide resistant crops. Future climate change depends
partly on fuel consumption.
Gaia’s carrying capacity involves basic fact ‘shapes’ about possible resource expansion
(water or land or fuel) and possible increased resource productivity (crop yields, energy
efficiency), in a possibly changing climate.

Population Growth
Despite the historical fact of exponential human population growth, it has slowed in some
places. The most famous example is China, the world’s presently most populous country. The
PRC introduced its one child per family policy (officially, “family planning”) in 1979. It now
applies to about 36% of China’s population. According to the World Bank, the actual Chinese
fertility rate was 1.8 in 2009. PRC authorities say their policy has lowered population growth by
400 million through 2010. China population growth has slowed dramatically, but not yet
stopped. China still added a net 1 million additional people every five weeks in 2011, 30 years
after ‘family planning’, because of its demographics.
In some developed nations (like Germany, Italy, Japan) population growth has become
negative. Average life spans in these countries exceed the US, and emigration is low. So below
zero growth is attributable to fewer children per female (a lower fertility rate). The causal factors
are later marriages and birth control. Arrested (therefore transitionally aging) populations present
social policy issues. Fewer workers supporting more retirees strain entitlement programs. But
stable or declining population is quite compatible with modern society.
It is generally thought that a fertility rate just over 2 eventually means zero population
growth. Slightly greater than replacement is needed to compensate for early mortality. The US
fertility rate is now only 2.06, yet the 2010 Census predicts the US population will grow 115
million (from 308m to 423m) by 2050 because of demographics, longevity, and immigration.
Some countries are below a 2.0 replacement rate, notably parts of Western Europe and Russia.
Some are just above it. Many populous regions (excluding China) are far above 2.
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UN ESA

Equally problematic are the demographics of these rapidly growing regions. They are
naturally skewed to younger people with more reproductive years ahead of them. With
continually improving medicine and longevity, lower fertility rates take several decades (at least
one generation) to slow and then halt population growth in such regions (in China, now over 30
years).

CIA World Fact Book 2009

As the US and China show, it takes a higher median age plus a lower fertility rate to halt
population growth over a few decades. Actual declines take lifetimes.
Future growth in total human population is not simple to forecast given these factors, even
assuming no carrying capacity limits are reached in the next few decades. A complex mix of
fertility rate, longevity, early mortality, and changing demographics is required. UN ESA 2004
(as revised) forecast three scenarios. The high scenario used current regional fertility rates out to
2050. The medium scenario had fertility rates everywhere somehow declining to 1.85 by 2050.
The low scenario had fertility rates improbably declining to 1.35 by 2050.
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UNPP/ESA USCB

Although ESA claims to use sophisticated statistical models for declining fertility rates, they
do not explain how these declines might actually come about. Except to say ‘fertility rates
decline with economic development’. Their most recent regional projections for 2050 do not
square easily with the stated rationale, nor with the facts of the past decade.

ESA.UN.org/UNPP

We shall find that Gaia’s carrying capacity provides firm rationales.
ESA POP/952 (2007) and its current 2010 revision now forecast 9.2 billion in 2050. The US
Census Bureau estimates population growth slowing from 1.25% in 2000 to below 0.5% and
9.31b people in 2050.
We adopt the UN’s newest 9.2b for 2050 figuration. It’s good enough.
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Water
In 2007 USAID announced, “The world faces an unprecedented crisis in water resources
management with profound implications.” In 2008 Scientific American published a major article
titled ‘Facing the Freshwater Crisis’. Fortune’s lead article on October 17, 2011 was titled
“Beating the Coming Water Shortage”. One lead-in was the banner, “Too many people, too little
water”, without a question mark. Like for trees, will water become mankind’s soft limit?
During winter 2010/2011 north China was impacted by a drought, which threatened much of
the country’s winter wheat crop (later alleviated by spring rains). China is the largest producer of
wheat in the world. Wheat (not rice) is the major regional staple grain, consumed as dumplings
and noodles.

PRC Xinhua News Agency

Further to the west in central Asia, the Aral Sea is famously disappearing after the freshwater
rivers feeding it were diverted to irrigation.

Envis.maharashtra.gov

slavic.krsu.edu.kg

Much further to the West, the world’s largest freshwater aquifer, the Ogallala, will be
depleted over half its geography within 20-35 years according to the USGS. It supplies water to
the American high plains from Texas to Nebraska. The Ogallala is not as visibly dramatic as the
Aral Sea, but possibly more important. We shall look at it in the food capacity section.
Ocean covers 70.78% (needless satellite exactitude for figuration) of Earth’s surface.
Saltwater comprises 97% of the planet’s total. More than half of the rest is bound up as ice,
mainly on Antarctica and Greenland. Mankind is sustained by less than (0.03*[0.3+0.03) 1% of
Gaia’s water.
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USGS

Freshwater is replenished by precipitation. Sunlight evaporates pure water from salty oceans;
it rises, cools, and rains or snows. Science says solar power evaporates about 1.05m3 of
water/square surface meter annually, on average planet wide. The surface of the earth is about1
5.1E+14m2, calculating that a freshwater volume of about 5.36E+14m3 precipitates each year.
An average (1-.71) 29% could fall on land. But NASA satellites show that heavier rains fall over
tropical equatorial seas. Less than 75% of 29% average precipitation (just 22%) ever reaches
land.

TRMM Satellite/ NASA and NASDA

That is still a lot of fresh water—estimated to be about 116,000 cubic kilometers, over 5
times the water volume of the US Great Lakes. Gaia’s annual terrestrial total is about fixed by
incoming solar energy, but at a reasonably high level.
Precipitation over land is not evenly distributed, as Gaia’s satellite mapped rain forests and
deserts attest. Much more than half the planet’s landmass receives substantially less than the
terrestrial average.

1

4*π*(earth’s radius 6371E+3m)^2
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FAO SDRN Agrometeorology Group

Gaia ‘knows’ this by her resulting vegetation ecosystems. Agricultural croplands supplying
most of the world’s food calories occupy fairly narrow climatic swaths, mainly in the temperate
northern hemisphere.

Modis 1 using IGBP land classes, available at edcimswww.cr.usgs.gov/pub/imswelcome

Mankind ‘knows’ this also, as shown by NASA satellite imagery of modern civilization’s
‘light pollution’. Humans thrive in temperate forest, cropland and related ecosystems that receive
from 0.5 to 1.5x the average precipitation.

Availability
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Much of the water that precipitates onto land is not ‘available’ surface water. It evaporates,
either directly or through plant transpiration. UNEP estimates only 44800km3 or 39% becomes
‘available’. Useful freshwater is much higher than ‘available’ (except in truly arid regions), since
transpiration produces useful biomass including food during growing seasons. The FAO uses
‘effective rainfall’ to express this general idea for agriculture; ‘effective’ rain precipitates during
crop growing seasons. About 80% of all arable land relies on ‘effective rainfall’; only the
irrigated 20% uses ‘available’ water.

These complexities mean there is no world metric for freshwater carrying capacity that also
includes naturally watered crops and forests. The FAO AquaStat database TARWR is just
‘available’, without including ‘effective rainfall’.

Withdrawal
About 2/3 of human ‘withdrawal’ use of ‘available’ water is for agricultural irrigation. This is
mostly lost to transpiration and biomass. Some industrial and urban/direct human consumption
water is (potentially) recyclable. For coastal communities, desalination is also possible (given
sufficient energy). Desalination does not support large-scale agriculture. Any ‘availability’ or
‘withdrawal’ water limit translates into an irrigated food limit.

FAO.org/nr/water/art/2008/wateruse

The FAO estimates that from 2000 to 5000 liters of water are required to produce sufficient
food for one person for one day (at 2800kcals). This wide range depends on diet. Per food
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kilogram, cattle require 15x, poultry 6x, and cereals 1.5x the water needed to grow pulses, roots,
and tubers. This calculates a minimum of (2000*3/2*365) 1093 and a maximum of
(5000*3/2*365) 2738 cubic meters of water needed/person/year. FAO calls water scarce if
availability is below this minimum, and considers water abundant if above the maximum.
In 2007 (at about 6.6 billion population) the FAO per capita ‘available’ water estimate (in
their categories from scarcity to abundance) was:

un.org/waterforlifedecade/scarcity

The impression is misleading, since ‘effective rainfall’ is not included in available water even
though 80% of agriculture depends solely on rainfall.
Somalia is only stressed per FAO above; available water averaged 1620m3/person/year from
1960-2007. Withdrawals were only 119m3/person or 8.4%, meaning little irrigation. But
internally renewable water (from total rainfall averaging only 399mm/year) was only 628m3/
person in 2001. These basic facts mean there is insufficient ‘effective rainfall’ to support needed
food crops. So Somalia imports over 60% of its food (according to FAO) in order to feed its
robustly growing population. The 2011 CIA World Fact Book says the Somali population is
growing 1.6% per year, with a median age of just 17.8 years and a 2011 fertility rate of 6.35. The
2011 drought crisis was ‘only’ in southern Somalia. It ‘only’ affected 1.5 million out of 9.1
million Somalis (15%). Alarmist headlines about the ‘worst humanitarian crisis’ faded by 2012
as the drought eased.

Stress
The other much discussed water issue is environmental stress. Stress means conditions where
environmental degradation is probable and irrigation is limited. This notion of water stress still
misleadingly depends on ‘availability’ and ‘withdrawals’, as the following World Water Council
map illustrates. For example, the Australian outback has little available water, but also little
human withdrawal, so no water stress despite being desert scrubland. New South Wales has
adequate available water, but high human withdrawal, so high stress. The US agricultural
heartland has lots of available water, but also lots of withdrawal. By this misleading logic it has
mid to high water stress. My Wisconsin farm does not.
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WWC’s stress ‘logic’ ignores effective rainfall. Rain provides most of most environments’
water (as proven by my un-irrigated and verdant, supposedly mid-stressed Wisconsin dairy
farm). Lack of customary rain causes stress to any environment, as proven by 2011 drought in
normally arid west Texas.
Southern California and South Florida both have very high water stress according to this
flawed logic. These are very different situations. Arid southern California does not have enough
available water to support both irrigated Central Valley agriculture plus growing Los Angeles
and San Diego metropolises. Wet south Florida has lots of rain, lots of availability, lots of
withdrawal, and Everglades that need fresh water deliberately drained into the sea to provide
additional ‘dry’ land for suburbia on what was Everglades. South Florida has water
mismanagement masquerading as water stress.
True high stress can have severe environmental repercussions. In the extreme there is the
death of the Aral Sea, or the Colorado River completely exhausted before reaching the sea in
order to supply water to Nevada, Arizona, and Southern California. The Colorado is a 100%
withdrawal river system.
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Even that no longer suffices as Los Angeles, Phoenix, and Las Vegas populations continue to
grow. Increasing regional water stress is shown by Lake Mead’s “bathtub ring”, where the
reservoir used to contain fresh water.

Glenn Canyon Institute

The easiest way to alleviate true water stress is ‘virtual water’. Since irrigated agriculture is
about 2/3 of water withdrawals, importing food from water abundant regions provides other
regions with virtual water, reducing their local water need to about 1/3 of that if they were
agriculturally self-sufficient. This requires money or charity (as presently in Somalia). For
moderately water stressed but relatively wealthy Japan, trade of manufactures for foodstuffs
effectively doubles the country’s withdrawals according to University of Tokyo estimates.

Miyake, Faculty of Engineering, U. Tokyo 2002

Virtual water is the solution for the southwest US’s true water stress.
Irrigation is the largest water user in Arizona and California. Those agricultural water rights
have legal priority over growing urban demands by the doctrine of prior appropriation. This
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makes for interesting regional politics. In the end the agricultural rights will be bought by thirsty
cities, and regional food production will decline. Those cities already import virtual water from
the rest of the U.S. Central and north Florida will be happy to ship citrus, vegetables, and cattle
to Arizona and California despite South Florida’s self-inflicted water mismanagement.
Other truly water scarce regions of the world are poorer, but still manage to purchase virtual
water (at the cost of increasing social instability). For example, Egypt is water scarce despite the
Nile River and Aswan dam. It rains less than 100mm/yr (a fourth of Somalia). Its 2010 water
availability was only 860m3 per capita (half of Somalia). Yet that has not (yet) stopped Egypt’s
growth via virtual water and sophisticated water management, as Cairo shows.

Egypt Tourism Authority

Its Ministry of Agriculture says Egypt now imports 40% of its food, (and 60% of its wheat).
Food price inflation hit 18.9% in 2010, one cause of its ‘Arab Spring’. (World grain prices went
up about 40% the previous year due to supply problems caused by Russian drought and US
ethanol. This calculates [1.4x*0.4+1x*0.6] about 20% average food inflation in Egypt). Egypt’s
population was 81m in 2010, its fertility rate was 2.7, and its population grew 2.0% annually.
Further Egyptian social instability is probable as more virtual water is needed, and imported
foodstuffs become more expensive.

Water Carrying Capacity

At 2500m3 per capita ‘availability’ (FAO water abundance), there is not a global water
problem now or ever. 1.16E+14 cubic meters of annual terrestrial precipitation/9.2E+9 humans
calculates 12600m3 per person in 2050. ‘Available’ water calculates an average (44.8/9.2b
people) 4900m3. Average withdrawals according to FAO are about 506m3/person, only
(506/4900) 10% in 2050. With mid water stress (40% withdrawals) the world’s population could
increase (45/10) 4.5x to (7*4.5) >31 billion. And this is still a gross underestimate, because it
does not include the additional biomass and food capacity provided by effective rainfall.
However, such simple averages are among Mark Twain’s lying statistics--unless lots of
people move permanently. Water stress is high in dry regions with high populations like Egypt
and southern California. Perhaps this should be disproportionately weighted; a lot of water in the
sparsely populated Amazon basin, or in rural Wisconsin would be disproportionately discounted.
Using those statistical methods, FAO Aquastat estimates about 18% of the world population
would live in water scarcity by 2050. That is (9.2*.18) 1.65 billion; up from an estimated 1.2
billion today. The estimates include climate change. For more details you can visit Discovery
Education, Lesson Plan 6-10>Geography, Water, Water Everywhere?
That scarcity is manageable with future ‘virtual water’. True water scarcity has not yet halted
population growth anywhere thanks to food imports. Egypt, Somalia, and Nevada evidence this
basic fact ‘shape’. We shall examine whether Gaia’s total food production becomes problematic
in the next two sections.
For Gaia as a whole, water itself is not a carrying capacity limit.
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True water scarcity might be an eventual regional soft capacity limit somewhen (equivalent
to the hydraulic limitation to tree height), but only if virtual water becomes unavailable because
of global food shortages. It would operate through food scarcity. Watered regions could continue
to expand population; arid regions would decline. As a soft limit, there is never regional hard
collapse potential unless virtual water became unavailable to make up transitory shortages (like
the Somalia drought in 2011). We shall look at that possibility in the next section on global food
capacity.

Buy the B&N ePub version at:http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/gaia-x2019-s-limits-rud-istvan/1111981329?ean=294
0014660396

Buy the Kindle version at:http://www.amazon.com/Gaias-Limits-ebook/dp/B008I5PZG8/ref
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